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OUR vision 
Berlin is a city that’s unique, burgeoning and 
collaborative. It offers the perfect setting for buidL-ing 
new tools. 

EthBerlin is the 5th hackathon of the year that is part of 
the ethglobal series, and the first to grace european 
shores. 

we want to bring everyone together to continue to #BUIDL 
the global community that we find ourselves a big part of.

We want to bring attention to one of the biggest blockchain 
hubs in the world.



Attendees
ETHBerlin is bringing together some of the most 
talented minds in the space. our  attendees range from 
students to hackers, founders, buidlers and key 
community members, as well as press, investors, 
thought leaders and everyone who lives and breathes 
ethereum. 

We want to ensure that we have a diverse audience 
focussed on blockchain, crypto and people who want to 
disrupt the tech space as we know it.



The event will be held at Factory Berlin, which has 
not one, but TWO venues. 

One is in the central district of Berlin, Mitte. The 
other brand new Factory venue is bang in the middle of 
the city's startup scene, Gorlitzer Park. 

Factory is one of the city's biggest innovation hubs 
and these guys have been involved with the 
blockchain community here for a long time, so it's 
only fitting the hackathon is held here.

Event overview          



on Day 1 we will have a launch event/mini conf to kick everything 
off at Factory's Mitte location, followed by a cocktail reception, 
cos we got to get those inspirational juices flowing. 

We will also have a HACKER ONLY session at Factory's other venue in 
Berlin's infamous Gorlitzer Park, aimed to bring the hackers up to 
speed, set testnets and prepare their skillsets.

Day 2 will be the Hackathon + workshops (Görlitzer)

Day 3 will see the end of the hackathon, followed by presentations 
to the judges and then the announcement of the winners. 

AND in true Berlin style we will end with a blowout so everyone can 
let rip after an intense couple of days glued to their laptops.

schedule           



Now you had a chance to take in all the info, we know you are 
desperate to sponsor the baddest hackathon in Europe and receive 
all the benefits of doing so and more! 

No tier is fixed, if you want to get creative and propose something 
else we are all ears.

Before you get too excited though… we should also mention this 
event is designed to be content-rich. We want quality not quantity. 
So to save you from tears, we're telling you now, you can't buy your 
way through a speaking slot or workshop. 

And one more thing: we have a high volume of hackers and Factory has 
been generous enough to donate the venue, so we will be allocating 
percentages of ALL the sponsorship tiers to the bounty

Sponsorship           



So here's how it will work:
 In return for your much appreciated crypto or paper 
collectibles, as a basis you will receive the following. 

remember on top of this you will have access to some of 
the most influential people and some of the best talent 
in the space, so the opportunities here are PRICELESS.

We also cannot stress enough, we are open to any other 
ideas you may have so if they aren't listed in the next 
few slides, hit us up!

What's the deal?!



Your branding will be visible on our website, 
and we will be announcing sponsors across 
all our social media. So you get your 
limelight in the ETHGlobal community before 
it even happens.

1.) Pre-event limelight



well what we mean is, your logos and branding 
will be visible on sponsors walls, brochures, 
flyers and obviously some shout-outs during the 
event on social media when we are giving 
everyone else FOMO.

2.) Your name in lights 
during the hackathon 



we will be spamming and trolling everyone 
with post event blogs, recaps and social 
media posts. 

your legacy will continue in the buildup to 
next year's event. 

3.) Post-event love ♥ ♥



Tier 1 - The Chad - 15 spots available

Tier 2 - The LamBro - 8 spots available

Tier 3 - The Fit Vitalik - 6 spots available

Tier 4 - Such sponsor, much image, so 
blockchain -  5 spots available 

Tier 5 - The Carlos Matos - 3 spots available

Tiers:



COST: 2.500 EUR

Branding: logo in all graphics

Access to Working Area (sponsors only)

Reserved seats for speakers and 
workshops 

ETHBerlin Bounty Credit: 5%

tHE CHAD / TIER 1:



COST: 5.000 EUR

Branding: logo in all graphics

Access to Working Area (sponsors only)

Swag: bring your own stickers/ banner (will 
be available at hacking tables in case of 
stickers)

Reserved seats for speakers and workshops 

ETHBerlin Bounty Credit: 10%

tHE lambro / TIER 2:



COST: 10.000 EUR

Branding: logo in all graphics

Access to Working Area (sponsors only)

Sponsors table

Reserved seats for speakers and workshops 

ETHBerlin Bounty Credit: 15%

tHE fit vitalik / TIER 3:



COST: 20.000 EUR

Branding: logo in all graphics

Access to Working Area (sponsors only)

Customizable sponsorship experience: pitch us your idea - let's 
make it happen

Sponsors special prize opportunity 

Event Marketing Subsidy: € 1.500

Hackers’ repo access

Sponsors table

Reserved seats for speakers and workshops 

ETHBerlin Bounty Credit: 20%

Such sponsors, much image, so 
blockchain  / TIER 4:



The carlos matos / tier 5 :
COST: 50.000 EUR

Branding: logo in all graphics + logo in lanyard, official swag 
and social media 

Access to Working Area (sponsors only)

Customizable sponsorship experience: pitch us your idea - let's 
make it happen

Sponsors special prize opportunity 

Event Marketing Subsidy: € 4.000

Hackers’ repo access

Sponsors table in selected area incl. refreshments

Reserved seats for speakers and workshops 

ETHBerlin Bounty Credit: 30%



And if we haven't answered all 
your questions, or you would 
like more info, get in touch with 
the team:

joinus@ethberlin.com


